
Bid & Win Crypto Currency from BID4CC.COM
Recently launched Bid4CC has already
created quite a stir in crypto circles with
awesome cryptocurrency deals (marked
down by up to 90% off the market price).

CAYMAN ISLANDS, CAYMAN ISLANDS,
February 8, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Recently launched Bid4CC has already
created quite a stir in crypto circles with
awesome cryptocurrency deals (marked
down by up to 90% off the market price).
Already touting fourteen winners!!! Check
out this independent review from
https://goo.gl/MyzUZu.

Determined to take the cryptocurrency
world by storm, Bid4CC breaks ground
online with great offers that digital asset
users will not see elsewhere. The virtual
money auction site packs a punch with
its discounted cryptocurrencies no users
can resist vying for, especially those
deals which are now marked down by up-to 90% of their original price.

A unique twist to winning cryptocurrencies

Undisputedly, the first company of its kind in the crypto auction community, Bid4CC invites everyone
to take part in its ongoing online bid-and-win events.  Great deals are up for grabs. 

Unlike any other public sale, the auction that the company hosts, takes on the guise of reversed
bidding. Instead of awarding the win to the highest bidder, Bid4CC gives the win to whoever enters
the lowest unique bid (LUB). The LUB methodology engages not only long-time users but also
encourages the uninitiated to join the cryptocurrency ecosystem. What this does is level the playing
field and allow those users who are not in the know in terms of ICOs an equal opportunity to acquire
digital assets just by strategizing on the bid value they place.

From the time BID4CC has started its operations, it welcomes bidders from across the globe and all
walks of life. Its all-new website provides enthusiasts with an easy way to join the auction. Anyone
who wants to make the most of the discounted virtual monetary units simply needs to sign up. And
yes, registration is free of charge.
Once officially registered, bidders are treated to five free bids for them to get the feel of the bid-and-
win platform. They can bid as many times as they want. But, of course, to gain access to more bids,
they will have to pay a certain amount via Bitcoin or PayPal. The packages new members can get the
most bang for the buck is $140 for 650 bids, however there are other options available too:

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.bid4cc.com
https://goo.gl/MyzUZu


•	$30 for 100 bids
•	$70 for 250 bids

Sign up with Bid4CC now and you will be one step closer to win Cryptocurrency of your choosing.

About Bid4CC

Bid4CC is bidding evolution coupled with cryptocurrency, creating an exciting, intelligent, action-
packed experience. For more information, please visit https://www.bid4cc.com/.
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